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Record of Meeting
April 27, 2016
1:00 pm – SC 107
Attending: Mary‐Jo Apigo, Katherine Boutry, Jack Moy, Larry Packham,
Mark Pracher, Olga Shewfelt
Guests: Hyejin Gelsi (Counseling)
The meeting was called to order at 1:00 p.m.
CTE Fields – there was discussion of emerging career vocational fields that are
fast‐changing and the problem of keeping up with current trends. Nikki Jacobson
recently hosted a job fair for students titled “21st Century Career Conference”
held on April 20, 2016 that was a success. Exhibitors in the medical, legal, and
law enforcement fields were showcased and job search workshops were
conducted and career trends were explored.
Mark Pracher led a discussion and review of grants and proposals awarded.
The list was distributed to committee members.
Getty Foundation – West is setting up a meeting with the Getty Foundation to
explore their support for an upcoming event. This organization funds art and
exhibits that includes theater and dance. The college would like to receive start‐
up money for classes that each have a different focus.
College Enterprise – Larry Packham, College Enterprise Manager, gave a report
on the recent filming activities that brought in revenue to the campus. The
filming of episodes of Gray’s Anatomy last month brought in $17,000. A total of
$175,000 for previous years has been generated. The college has changed
catering food service vendors and the new vendor will be able to occupy Café
West at the start of the fall semester.
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Construction on Campus – discussion was held regarding the impact of filming
on campus during construction on campus in the future. Gray’s Anatomy will be
filming in the evenings. Watson Center has major funding issues. The college
may lose some parking due to construction projects in the future.
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Institutional Effectiveness Partnership Initiative – Mary‐Jo Apigo reported
that the e‐portfolios designed for dental hygiene plan on being used for other
disciplines for SLO’s.
An assessment team will be coming next week on campus to assess how they
can help improve service area outcomes in Administrative Services and
Student Services. The college can apply for seed grants in the amount of
$150,000. The assessment team is comprised of employees from the other
colleges with LACCD and colleges outside of LACCD.
Tesla Foundation – Mark Pracher reported that the college is forming a
partnership with this organization which explores unmanned aerial robotics
technology, Fourth Industrial Revolution principles, and develop relations with
other colleges and advanced manufacturing companies regionally and
nationally. Curriculum will be developed for credit and noncredit courses in
creativity, cyber‐physical developments, etc.
National Science Foundation – West will be exploring the opportunity for
faculty to be trained in cyber security within an advanced technology
education center.
Fourth Vice President of Workforce and Economic Development – the
Committee discussed the RDC meeting of March 23, 2016 where the reasons to
support reinstating and filling this position at West were discussed in length.
The minutes of March 23, 2016 will be expanded to capture the discussion.
The meeting adjourned at 2:20 p.m.
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